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Three-dimensional optical microscopy suffers from the well-known compromise between trans-

verse resolution and depth-of-field. This is true for both structural imaging methods and their func-

tional extensions. Interferometric synthetic aperture microscopy (ISAM) is a solution to the 3D

coherent microscopy inverse problem that provides depth-independent transverse resolution. We

demonstrate the extension of ISAM to polarization sensitive imaging, termed polarization-sensitive

interferometric synthetic aperture microscopy (PS-ISAM). This technique is the first functionaliza-

tion of the ISAM method and provides improved depth-of-field for polarization-sensitive imaging.

The basic assumptions of polarization-sensitive imaging are explored, and refocusing of birefrin-

gent structures is experimentally demonstrated. PS-ISAM enables high-resolution volumetric imag-

ing of birefringent materials and tissue. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4936236]

Modern advancements in optical physics continue to

improve upon microscopy techniques, enabling imaging of

thick samples. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a

coherent optical imaging modality, which measures a broad-

band interferometric signal to reconstruct the three-

dimensional (3-D) structure of scattering samples.1 It provides

cellular level resolution with imaging depths of 1–3 mm in

scattering tissue. OCT has proven most useful in ophthalmol-

ogy, where it is now part of the standard of care.2 In addition,

it has been developed for application in cardiovascular, gas-

troesophageal, and cancer imaging.3 OCT has also found

application beyond the medical field, in areas such as metrol-

ogy, non-destructive testing, microfluidics, and others.4

As in other 3-D optical imaging modalities, OCT suffers

from reduced depth-of-field when increasing the numerical

aperture (NA) of the imaging system. Interferometric syn-

thetic aperture microscopy (ISAM) is a solution to the coher-

ent microscopy inverse problem and provides spatially

invariant transverse resolution through an efficient Fourier

domain coordinate transformation, similar to that in synthetic

aperture radar.5 Because ISAM is a point-scanned technique,

it does not suffer from the cross-talk common in full-field

techniques.6 Additionally, it has been shown to be robust

with respect to motion when using either high-speed scan-

ning or motion correction techniques.7 ISAM can therefore

be used for real-time, in vivo imaging with high transverse

resolution throughout depth.7

Polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography

(PS-OCT) is a functional extension of OCT developed for

probing the birefringence of materials and biological tissue.8

In addition to three-dimensional scattering structure, PS-

OCT measures the polarization state of the backscattered

light. Imaging samples that exhibit birefringence will cause a

change in the measured polarization state. In biological

tissues, form birefringence arises due to the organization of

the tissue microenvironment, which provides insight into

various biological processes. In particular, PS-OCT has been

particularly valuable for imaging disease in birefringent tis-

sues such as muscle, skin, the retina, arterial plaque, and the

breast.9 PS-OCT is also well-suited for the imaging of bire-

fringent materials such as polymers.10

PS-OCT makes use of the Jones vector representation to

model the imaging system.11 This formalism describes each

polarization component of the optical system as a Jones ma-

trix J, which operates upon the electric field Jones vector E.

The form birefringence of the sample introduces a phase re-

tardation between the two components of the Jones vector,

which can be measured using PS-OCT. The use of the Jones

calculus assumes the propagation of a collimated, or pencil,

beam along the optic axis with the polarization restricted to

the transverse plane. In practice, the sample is illuminated

with a focused beam, which is taken into account by the

ISAM model to provide high-resolution throughout depth.

We propose the use of a hybrid model in the low-NA regime,

abandoning the pencil beam approximation while retaining

the transverse polarization approximation.

The power ratio between the transverse and longitudinal

polarization components of the focused Gaussian beam is

shown in Fig. 1. The focused vector beams were simulated

for circularly polarized incident light for increasing NA.12

Initially, the power is confined to the transverse polarization.

As the NA increases, more power is transferred to the longi-

tudinal polarization. However, only at a very high numerical

aperture is the longitudinal polarization strong enough to

allow calculation of the longitudinal susceptibility compo-

nent of the sample.13 In the low-NA regime where OCT

imaging is typically performed (0.1 NA or lower5,7), the lon-

gitudinal polarization is greatly overwhelmed by the power
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in the transverse polarization. This supports the use of the

Jones vector representation at low-NA as in the standard PS-

OCT model.

In general, ISAM imaging systems are identical to those

used in OCT, with the exception that a higher NA may be

used without sacrificing depth-of-field. Experimental data

for this paper were acquired with a custom built spectral do-

main PS-OCT system using a traditional free-space PS-OCT

design.8,9 The optical source was a super luminescent diode

centered at 1300 nm with 100 nm 3 dB bandwidth

(Thorlabs). Polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber was used to

deliver light to and from the free-space PS-OCT interferome-

ter through an in-line linear polarizer (Thorlabs

ILP13010PM-APC), optical circulator (AFW Technologies

PMP-13-R-C3N-45-22), and 45 m of PM fiber, which was

included to displace the ghost images out of the imaging

range.14 The collected interference signal returned through

the circulator to a PM fiber polarization beam splitter (AC

Photonics PBS-13-P-2-2-1-1) for polarization diverse detec-

tion. The two polarization components of the Jones vector

were measured with spectrometers using 2048 pixel line

scan cameras (Sensors Unlimited GL2048L). Both the axial

and transverse resolution of the system were approximately

7.65 lm full-width-half-maximum (FWHM), or 13 lm ( 1
e2),

giving an NA of 0.065, slightly greater than the 0.05 NA of

the initial ISAM demonstrations.5 Three-dimensional data-

sets were acquired by scanning 512� 256 transverse points

with an isotropic transverse sampling of 3.4 lm.

The ISAM reconstruction was applied to each component

of the measured Jones vector through a Fourier domain coor-

dinate resampling of the data according to the relationship

k ¼ 1

2
Q2

x þ Q2
y þ Q2

z

� �1=2

; (1)

for wavenumbers k ¼ 2pn=k and spatial frequencies Q, where

n is refractive index and k is wavelength. Following this step,

the sample reflectivity R and phase retardation d were calcu-

lated for each position ðx; y; zÞ in the 3-D volume as

Rðx; y; zÞ / jHðx; y; zÞj2 þ jVðx; y; zÞj2; (2)

d x; y; zð Þ ¼ arctan
jH x; y; zð Þj
jV x; y; zð Þj

 !
; (3)

where H and V are the horizontal and vertical components of

the measured Jones vector, respectively. A two-dimensional

median filter of approximately two resolution elements was

applied to the phase retardation data to remove random fluc-

tuations for improved visualization. The standard OCT struc-

tural data were given by R, while a change in the phase

retardation indicated a change in the polarization state.

To demonstrate the PS-ISAM reconstruction, a scatter-

ing phantom consisting of TiO2 particles (<5 lm) suspended

in a silicone gel was imaged. The results are shown in Fig. 2.

An en face plane taken from far above focus shows strong

blurring in the OCT image (Fig. 2(a)) caused by the limited

depth-of-field. The corresponding ISAM reconstruction

shown in Fig. 2(b) shows clear improvement in the trans-

verse resolution. PS-OCT and PS-ISAM phase retardation

images are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The valid polariza-

tion information is localized to areas with sufficient signal

corresponding to the scattering particles in the intensity

images, which have phase retardation values near the

extremes of the scale corresponding to right- and left-handed

polarization states.15 Comparison of the PS-OCT and PS-

ISAM images reveals improved localization of the phase re-

tardation information in the PS-ISAM reconstruction due to

the improved transverse resolution. The traces for a single

particle shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) highlight the improve-

ment of the ISAM and PS-ISAM reconstruction over the

standard techniques.

Figure 3 demonstrates PS-ISAM imaging in a birefrin-

gent material. The phantom consisted of small molded plastic

pieces suspended in an agarose gel. In dense scattering sam-

ples such as this, the improvement from OCT to ISAM may

not be dramatic due to the relatively uniform scattering struc-

ture (Figs. 3(a) and 3(d)). However, the birefringence of the

sample causes change in the polarization state seen as varia-

tions in the phase retardation images (Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)).

FIG. 1. Simulation of the longitudinal (z) and transverse (xy) beam power

vs increasing numerical aperture for light circularly polarized prior to

focusing.

FIG. 2. Imaging of a silicone phantom consisting of sub-resolution micro-

particles. En face planes are taken from 1502 lm optical distance above

focus (10.5 Rayleigh ranges). (a) OCT intensity image. (b) ISAM intensity

image. (c) PS-OCT phase retardation image. (d) PS-ISAM phase retardation

image. (e) Trace of the OCT and ISAM intensities for a single particle

(white arrow) showing the FWHM resolution. (f) Trace of the PS-OCT and

PS-ISAM phase retardation for the same particle as in (e). Shaded cyan and

magenta areas indicate regions of valid signal from OCT and ISAM intensity

measurements respectively, determined from the FWHM measurements in

(e). Scale bar indicates 200 lm.
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This highlights the usefulness of polarization-sensitive

imaging as an additional form of contrast. Due to the strong

defocus, the phase retardation information in the PS-OCT

image is somewhat indistinct. In contrast, the PS-ISAM

reconstruction clearly resolves the polarization patterns

throughout the material as a result of the improved trans-

verse resolution.

To demonstrate the PS-ISAM technique in biological

samples, healthy human breast tissue from a 24 year old

female was imaged ex vivo. The focus was placed far below

the tissue surface to increase signal collection from deep

within the sample.7 The resulting cross-sectional images are

shown in Fig. 4. The changes in the polarization state indi-

cated by the phase retardation measurement (Figs. 4(c) and

4(d)) arise due to the aligned collagen fibers in the human

breast.9 These features are more clearly resolved in the PS-

ISAM reconstruction, showing fine structure not visible in

the PS-OCT data. To quantitatively demonstrate the

improvement in image quality, image metrics were used to

assess the sharpness of the phase retardation images. The

metrics were calculated for a region of interest in the breast

tissue, marked in Fig. 4, which contained the changes in

polarization state due to sample birefringence, while the

entire field of view was included for assessing the birefrin-

gent plastic in Fig. 3. The PS-ISAM images for both the bire-

fringent phantom and human tissue samples showed

improvement over the PS-OCT images in the anisotropy7,15

and Sobel16 image metrics of greater than 50% and 7.5%,

respectively. This improved image quality could potentially

benefit the detection of residual cancer in breast tumor mar-

gins, where the polarization information can aid in the differ-

entiation between normal and diseased tissue by identifying

birefringent regions as collagenous stroma.

PS-ISAM is well-suited for optical imaging applications

where both high transverse resolution and large imaging

depth are desired. This work demonstrates the application of

PS-ISAM in both birefringent materials and human tissue. In

medicine and biology, the high resolution polarization infor-

mation could be used to more accurately distinguish between

disease and tissue types, providing insight into the spatial

arrangement of the tissue microenvironment. The improved

resolution of polarization patterns may also prove useful for

visualization of stress distribution in materials testing.

When imaging at low-NA, the proposed PS-ISAM recon-

struction technique is capable of improved visualization of

polarization information through a simple resampling step,

which is well-suited for real-time processing. Both PS-OCT

and ISAM processing have been previously implemented in

real-time using graphics processing units.7,9 Although the data

acquisition rate in PS-ISAM is twice that of traditional ISAM,

it is likely that PS-ISAM may also be implemented for real-

time processing and display through proper memory manage-

ment. It is also possible that additional contrast could be

obtained from the longitudinal component of the refractive

index when performing optical tomography at increased NA.

Future work will explore the theory and application of PS-

ISAM in high-NA imaging of thick samples.
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FIG. 3. Imaging of molded plastic pieces suspended in agarose gel. En face
planes are taken from 1000 lm optical distance above focus (7 Rayleigh

ranges). (a) OCT intensity image. (b) ISAM intensity image. (c) PS-OCT

phase retardation image. (d) PS-ISAM phase retardation image. Resolution

of the phase retardation image is improved (highlighted by arrows). Scale

bar indicates 200 lm.

FIG. 4. Imaging of ex vivo human breast tissue. Cross-sectional planes with

focus placed 1253 lm optical distance below the surface (8.8 Rayleigh

ranges). (a) OCT intensity image. (b) ISAM intensity image. (c) PS-OCT

phase retardation image. (d) PS-ISAM phase retardation image. Image met-

rics calculated over the boxed region in (c) and (d). Resolution of the phase

retardation image is improved (highlighted by arrows). Scale bar indicates

200 lm.
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